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SUMMARY 

This report describes a student internship at IPO. The major goal of the internship was to 
reveal whether it was possible to improve the usability of the call transfer function, by 
providing extra feedback to the user about the success of a call transfer. 

The interaction between human and telephone system was described by using the layered 
protocol model [Taylor 1988a,b]. For telephony three layers can be distinguished. When 
call manipulating functionality is introduced in the layered protocol model, the number of 
primal messages in the top layer of the model increases. Feedback located at the top layer 
of the model supports the interaction in this layer. With an experiment it was revealed 
whether this top layer interaction improves the usability of the call transfer feature. Also the 
best way to present this feedback was examined. 

Twelve subjects were asked to transfer eight simulated telephone calls. Four transfers 
were carried out with a system that simulated a normal phone, and four others on a 
simulation of a multi-line telephone. After a succesfull transfer the subjects received 
feedback. The feedback was given in one of the following forms: (1) Visual feedback 
displayed as text, (2) non speech auditory feedback, played back as chimes and (3) 
auditory feedback given in the form of a deformed version of a part of the conversation 
that is transferred. There was also a control condition in which no feedback was given. All 
actions of the user with the system were logged. Afterwards the subjects were interviewed 
about there experience with respect to the presented feedback. 

The experiment showed that there exist some need for feedback after transferring a call. 
The extent of this need depends on the experience of the user and on the complexity of 
the telephone configuration. Overall it was found that: 

Visual feedback gives users the most confidence, is perceived as most suitable and 
is liked the best for both the single- and the multi-line situation. 
Non speech auditory feedback is most effective. In the single-line situation it boosts 
the confidence of the user as much as visual feedback does. 
Voice feedback is most salient, it's found least suitable and it's perceived as 
unpleasant. 



PREFACE 

In august of 1992, I participated as student assistant at the Institute for Perception Re
search (IPO) in a observational study of secretaries. The study was conducted under the 
leadership of Dr. M.D. Brouwer-Janse on behalf of Philips Business Communication 
Systems. The major objective of the study was to identify the top ten tasks of secretaries 
in order to find target areas for the improvement of the user interface of future intelligent 
telephone terminals. I spend many hours in Philips departments and University faculty 
offices, observing the activities of secretaries. During these hours, I was triggered by the 
use of many features of office telephones. It amazed me that, although most secretaries 
were aware of the existence of features like "follow me", "call pick up" etc, they were rarely 
used. This was surprising, because often the use of these features could improve their 
functioning. 

When I had to think of a topic for my internship, it was this problem that attracted me. 
Because of my job as student assistant at the IPO, I knew that at that time, they were 
going to investigate the possibilities of an interactive input device for telephony. Dr. 
Brouwer-Janse was willing to supervise me during an internship at the IPO. Drs. Gobits 
was prepared to be my mentor at the university. At first, we planned to explore, and test, 
some new interface concepts for manipulating calls, like manipulation of calls on a map by 
drag and drop, or by choosing names from a directory. After some weeks, however, this 
seemed not feasible within the period of a 9-week internship. Hence, I decided to conduct 
a more fundamental experiment. The major goal of this experiment was to investigate the 
effect of feedback after a call transfer. Also I wanted to reveal, the best way to present this 
feedback. A discussion of the experiment, the results and some conclusions are given in 
this report. 

Rene Scheffer, 5 April 1994 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem introduction 

IPO 
RS4/5/94 

A typical single-line residential telephone set provides a pleasant and adequate interface 
for basic telephony. If the telephone rings, lift the handset and hold it in a position where 
you can talk and listen. For calling someone, lift the hand set and key in an unique code, a 
phone number. The call will be automatically processed. No knowledge about the routing 
of the call is demanded. The telephone network appears transparent to the user. 

In business communication, however, people need to use their telephone in a more flexible 
manner. For instance, they have to exchange calls, divert. incoming calls or talk to more 
then one person at the same time. Most modern office switches therefore have build-in 
features that make these call manipulations possible. Table 1-1 summarizes some 
elementary call manipulating features, that are offered by contemporary switching 
equipment. 

Table 1-1: Some elementary features for manipulating calls 

Call-Forwarding When busy or after a number of rings, transfer the call 
automatically to someone else 

Cal I-Tran sf er Transfer a call to another person, with or without checking 
if this person is available 

Call-park Transfer a call to another person and put it automatically in 
the "on hold" position when transferred 

Conference Call Talk to more then one person at the same time 

Divert calls Divert the incoming calls to another telephone. The line 
remains available for making calls 

Inquiry Talking to someone on the telephone, while someone else 
is held waiting 

Call-pick up Answer a call for another phone 

Divert calls while calling Divert an incoming call to another phone while calling with 
someone else 

An earlier observational study conducted among secretaries (Brouwer-Janse, Scheffer, 
Vissers & Westrik [1992]) showed that although these functions are available and the 
secretaries are aware of this, they are rarely used. Some of the secretaries in this study 
remarked that they did not use these functions because they had no time to learn them. 

These results are in line with a study of Bennet & Klinger [1990]. They interviewed 
professional and managerial employees of a community mental health organization. All the 
interviewed people felt that a telephone was essential to do their job and they used it 
extensively (6 to 40 calls a day). However no one used more than a small subset of the 
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Introduction 

avialable features, and most did not know which features were available on their phone. 
When an instruction booklet was provided and the people were asked to use some 
features, they understood and readily followed the instructions. On the question why they 
didn't use more of the features, they answered that the telephones made them uncomfort
able. So, although these people could be trained to push the appropriate buttons, these 
actions remained mysterious. 

Call transfer, for example, is a notorious feature. Secretaries are using this feature very 
regularly. Managerial employees however, are more or less baffled by it; they never know 
how to do it and they don't believe it works. Often they give the phone number to the caller 
in case the call transfer fails. On most telephones transferring a call is very simple. What 
causes this lack of confidence that people have in transferring calls? 

This paper reports the results and procedures of an experiment that had as a major goal to 
investigate the effect of feedback on the confidence of people in using telephone features. 
In the following paragraphs a model will be described, with which it is possible to organize 
the interaction between human and machine hierarchically. This organization makes a 
closer inspection of the need for feedback in telephony possible. 

1.2 The layered protocol model 

Taylor [1988] introduced a reference model for the interaction between human and 
computer. He showed that this interaction (in the same way as the interaction between 
computers in the ISO-OSI reference model) can be divided in layers. By doing this, it is 
possible to get a more understandable and structured view of the user interface. The 
model can also be used for designing new interfaces. The basic principles of this layered 
protocol model are explained in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2. 

In order to let the computer do things, the user has to tell it his intentions. The user 
encode his intention into a message which the computer can handle and sends it through 
the interface in the form of physical actions (pushing a button or turning switches). The 
computer decodes the message back into intentions. 

ln the layered protocol model, the encoding and decoding of the intentions is organized in 
layers. At the user side incoming intentions are transformed into sub-intentions. Likewise, 
these intentions constitute the sub-intentions at the layer below. This division of intentions 
into sub-intentions goes on until the sub-intentions are physical actions. At the computer 
side the process is reversed. Sub-intentions are combined into higher level (sub-)intentions 
until only one main intention is left. 

Feedback can be supplied by the system about the interpretations of all sub-intentions. In 
this way, the users can check the decoding process at the computer side at every layer. 
Computer and user interact about the interpretation of the messages on each layer. At 
each level of the model, messages are handled through protocol loops. Figure 1-1 shows 
the protocol loop for one layer. 

In this figure the interaction is initiated by the user. The users uncoded intention, called 
primal message, is passed to a Sender. The Sender codes the message into a primary 
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Figure 1-1 The protocol loop involved in handling messages in a single layer 
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Internal 
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message and transmits it to the partner's receiver at the same level (1 ). When the receiver 
gets the virtual message, it can pass the message to a waiting internal process. At the 
same time it can send a request to its partner Sender (2) for a protocol message (an feed
back, error indication, or clarification request) to go back across the interface (3). This may 
result in further protocol messages (4) being transmitted from sender to receiver until the 
original message is accepted as being correctly received. 

All messages in protocol loops are virtual. Only the actions (e.g. the message at the lowest 
level) are passed through. After coding or decoding, the messages are passed down to a 
sender or receiver at a lower level (see Figure 1-2). It is possible in the design to ignore 
the lower layers and to treat the virtual messages as if they were real. 

There ar€ two things that constitute a new layer: 
I The transformations performed on the message by the Senders and Receivers. A 

new layer has to perform a distinguishable transformation on the message, when its 
passed to an other layer. For instance keystrokes become characters, or words 
become commands. 

II The feedback dialogue that depends on the state of reception of a virtual message. 
There has to be some interaction about the processing of the message on the level 
of the new layer. 

If there is no interaction possible on a level of transformation (e.g. no feedback), there is 
no need to consider a layer. If their is no interaction, but their are two levels of transforma
tion, these levels can be considered as stages in the transformation in one layer, not as to 
separate layers in the interaction. For instance, computer comments can exist. of more 
words. Although their is a transformation from words to word-couple, there would be no 
extra layer considered here, because no feedback is given about the processing of the transformation. 
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Human processes 
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Real 
message 

layer N 
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Figure 1-2 The virtual communication within layers and the actual stream of messages through the model 

1.3 The layered protocol model in telephony 

Haakma and Engel [1990] showed that it is possible to describe the interaction of users 
with telephone systems with the layered protocol model. They describe two mechanisms 
that enhance the efficiency in basic telephony. In this paragraph the protocol model will be 
applied to a telephone system with call manipulating features. 

The layered protocol model is originally developed for human-computer interaction. Some 
remarks have to be made when the model is used to describe the interaction between an 
human and a telephone system. 

1) The telephone system includes not only the telephone terminal but also the total 
telephone network. Most primary messages send by the system are initiated by 
other users. This is in contrast with computer applications, which are mo.st of the 
time closed systems. 
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2) The protocol grammar is much simpler for basic telephony then for the average 
computer application. In telephony there is no clarification or correction possible. 
When an error is detected, the user has no other choice then to put down the 
phone and try again. No other repair mechanism is available. 

For basic telephony (e.g. making and receiving calls), it is possible to define two layers. 

The physical layer concerns gestures made by manipulating the input and output devices 
of the telephone. These devices are: 

Input devices: Numeric keypad, hook switch.1 

Output devices: speaker, bell. 
The allowable range of messages in the other levels depends on the protocols known by 
the user for the physical layer. For basic telephony these are; bell-rings, hook events and 
keystrokes. Feedback is given in the form of tones, pulses and tactile feedback. 

The primal messages in the second layer consist of clusters of primal messages in the 
physical layer. For instance the primal message "connection requested to extension 
number 73824" is a series of keystrokes at level one. The given feedback is a connect 
tone, a number engaged tone, or a non existing number tone. In table 1-2 some examples 
are given of primal messages for basic telephony in layer two. 

Table 1-2: Some examples of primal messages in second layer for basic telephony 

Initiated by Primal message Feedback/Response 

User Request for dialling dial tone 
(off hook) 

Call dialling code 040 1 second dial tone 
2 non exist. numb. tone 

Call subscriber number 1 connect tone 
73824 2 number engaged tone 

3 non exist. numb. tone 

Disconnect no feedback 
(on hook) 

Telephone system request for connection (ring) accept call (off hook) 

A next layer in the model, would concern the goals to achieve with clusters of primal 
messages from layer two. But for basic telephony there is only one goal: making an 
connection with an other telephone. No feedback is needed here because the last 
feedback given in layer two provides all the information. According to the protocol model 
there is no extra layer, since there is no feedback. 

Nowadays telephones often have functions that increase the effectiveness of use, like 
short code dialling, redial, programmable numbers, etc.. If the layered protocol model is 
used to describe such a telephone, the number of primal messages in both layers will 

1
) The microphone is not used for interaction with the system, only for interaction between users. 
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increases. The effectiveness of use is increased by increasing the number of ways in 
which a call can be made. The number of goals2 doesn't change, because all second layer 
primal messages are meant for making calls. Therefore no higher layer interaction is 
needed. 

Using the model for a telephone system that is equipped with call manipulation functions 
(see paragraph 1.1) has a different effect. In the first place, of course, the arsenal of 
primary messages in layer one and two is expanded. In the physical layer new keys are 
introduced, like a hold button or the "#" and "*" keys. 

In the second layer, primary messages as "put connected number on hold", "sending 
switch command code for follow me (*21 in the Dutch telecom network)" or "cancel switch 
command for follow me (#21 )" are added. Most of these messages are without meaning for 
the user. They are provided to the system in a learned sequence and serve a higher goal; 
a call manipulation. 

On the top level of the interaction between human and telephone system, call manipulating 
intentions are added to the subset of allowable primal messages. The sequence of second 
layer messages that compose these messages, are most of the time presented in the 
following order: 1) A switch command is given (for instance "*21" for the feature "follow 
me" in the Dutch telephone network or "hold" for transfer), 2) The "connect to extension" 
command is given (e.g. a number is dialed), and 3) the call manipulation is executed (e.g. 
the receiver is placed on the hook). 

Compared to basic telephony, the feedback on the second level is not enough to conclude 
that the intended goal is achieved, so the user doesn't know whether the call is actually 
transferred. Only if the sequence of second level primary messages is known, the last 
feedback on level two has some value. For most call manipulation features, the sequence 
of primary messages are very simple. But for unexperienced users, or for experienced 
users who are confronted with complex situations, the lack of feedback on the level of 
goals might cause a feeling of not being in control of the situation. 

Therefore, some advanced phone terminals give status feedback, whether a call manipula
tion is carried out or not. By doing this the interaction between telephone system and user 
is extended with one layer. In this layer the user and the system interact about the 
processing of a call manipulating feature. 

It is not clear however, whether this top layer benefits the usability of the telephone? That 
is, does additional feedback at the top level of the interaction provide the user with enough 
knowledge (i.e., feedback) about the progress and success of a call manipulation? 

To investigate this role of feedback, an experiment was setup. In the experiment, subjects 
were asked to transfer calls on a computer simulation. Call transfer was used because; 

1) it is frequently used by secretaries in most offices (see Brouwer e.a. [1992]). 

2) the procedures for transferring a call are nearly always the same for different 

2
) The programming of the number memories is not taken into account 
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telephone systems. This made it possible to find some subjects who were already 
familiar with the procedures for transferring calls. 

The experiment addressed the following quetsions: 
1) Can additional feedback on the top level of the interaction between user and 

telephone system, enhance the confidence people have in performing a call 
transfer successfully? 

2) Does an increase in complexity of the telephone system (more then one line 
available) increase the need for feedback? 

3) What is the best way to present this feedback? 

It was possible to increase the complexity of the telephone configuration by adding a 
number of lines Also it was possible to varie the form of the that was given after a 
successful! call transfer. 
In order to find an answer on question 3, the following feedback forms were inspected; 

Visual feedback; the display of a text 
Auditory feedback; playing a sample of a sound 
Auditory feedback; play-back part of scribbled conversation between the source 
(calling party) and the destination (party for whom the call is). 

A detailed discussiion is given in the next chapter. 

7 
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2 METHOD 

2.1 Experimental design 

The experiment was carried out on a computer simulation of a telephone system. With this 
simulation it was possible to vary the form of feedback as well as the number of lines that 
could be handled. The form of feedback was varied in four ways: 

1) No feedback after transferring a call. .This was the control condition. 

2) Visual feedback. After a call was transferred, the text "call transferred to XX" 
appeared for 5 seconds on a display. 

3) Auditory feedback in the form of a sound. A sample of chimes was used as a 
sound. This sample comes standard with the Windows3 operating system. It was 
played through the speakers of the telephone and lasted for 3 seconds. 

4) Auditory feedback in the form of deformed voices. After an successful transfer, five 
seconds of a conversation between two parties was audible through the speakers 
of the telephone. The voices were deformed and not understandable. The conver
sation was a sampled recording. 

Two types of phone configurations were used: 

1) A configuration with one line (single line telephone), 

2) A configuration with four lines (multi-line telephone). One line was for the standard 
telephony. The other three lines represented the status of other phones. Incoming 
calls from these lines could be reseived (call pick-up) and it was also possible to 
transfer calls to this telephone number by pressing one button. These lines could 
not be used for making calls. 

All subjects transferred eight calls under different conditions. In all conditions, both the 
form of feedback and the type of phone configuration were varied. The experiment was 
divided in two parts; each part consisted of four conditions. In the first part of the 
experiment, the phone configuration was set to single-line. In the second part, the phone 
configuration was changed to multi-line. The first condition in both parts was always the 
control condition. The other feedback forms were presented in the remaining conditions. 
The order of presentation was varied among the subjects. Every sequence of conditions 
was presented to two subjects. The total number of subjects needed for this design is 
calculated by 3! * 2 = 12. Table 2-1 states the arrangement of conditions among the 
subjects. 

3
) Microsoft™ Windows® version 3.1 
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Table 2-1: The order in which the conditions were presented to the subjects 

1 Line (part 1) 

Subjects Control Visual Sound Voice Control 

S1+S7 1 2 3 4 1 

S2+S8 1 2 4 3 1 

S3+S9 1 3 2 4 1 

S4+S10 1 3 4 2 1 

S5+S11 1 4 2 3 1 

S6+S12 1 4 3 2 1 

The following data were obtained from each of the conditions: 

4 Lines (part 2) 

Visual Sound 

4 3 

4 2 

3 4 

3 2 

2 4 

2 3 

IPO 
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Voice 

2 

3 

2 

4 

3 

4 

1) Logging data: All pressed buttons were logged. Special attention was paid to the logging 
of the so called "end-of-task" button. The subjects were asked to push this button, the 
moment they thought a call was transferred successful. The computer logged the time 
between the execution of the transfer (hook down) and the moment the button was 
pressed. The hypothesis was made that this time would increase, if the uncertainty about 
the performance of the task increased. Of course this time would not be significant if the 
subjects knew which feedback they could expect. Therefore, no information was given 
about the type of feedback. 

2) Interview data: In an interview, the subjects were questioned about there experience 
with the feedback in the different conditions. The following items were addressed: 

the need for feedback after transferring calls and the suitability of the three 
feedback forms for this purpose? 
the effect of the feedback on the subjects; "how much certainty offers a feedback 
form?", "how salient was it?", "was the appearance of the feedback disturbing or 
pleasant?" 
An appraisal of the feedback on a rate from 1 to 5 and a rank order of the feedback 
forms from most to less favorable. 

3) Remarks made by the subjects: Relevant remarks made by the subjects during the 
experiment and the interview, were also registered. 

2.2 Subjects 

Twelve volunteers (7 male, 5 female) participated in the experiment. Eight subjects were 
employees or interns at the I PO and four subjects were students from the universities of 
Eindhoven, Tilburg and Nijmegen. The age of the subjects, as estimated by the experiment 
leader, ranged between 23 and 45. Five subjects had experience with transferring calls. 

It was assumed that the demographical characteristics of subjects had no effect on their 
response. The only thing that was expected to be of influence, was the earlier experience 
subjects had with transferring calls. 
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2.3 Equipment 

2.3. 1 The experimental setting 

The experimental setting consisted of two rooms: an experiment room and a control room. 
In the experiment room, subjects transferred calls from a PAID4-system with a telephone. 
On the PAID-system, a telephone interface was displayed. A cardboard covered the 
keypad of the phone and a part of the PAID-stylus in order to create the impression that 
PAID and phone were one system. 

If the subjects "called" a number from the PAID-system in the experiment room, the experi
ment leader could answer this call in the control room. He also could make calls from the 
control room to the experiment room. On an extra screen, the experiment leader could see 
what happened on the PAID-system in the experiment room. All verbal output of the 
subject could be heard by the phone and by a separate audio connection. 

The computer that ran the simulation, was in the control room. The computer had an audio 
card, for digitizing and reconstructing analog auditory signals. All tones, bell signals and 
auditory feedback5 were digitized samples. The microphone in the control room was also 
connected with this card. The output of this card was amplified and directed to the speaker 
of the phone-receiver and the PAID in the experimental room. 

Both the speaker and the receiver produced always the same sound. All sounds were 
recorded on one tape; all conversations, the verbal reactions of the subjects and the 
auditory feedback of the simulation. The touched buttons on the PAID and all hook events 
were logged by the computer. 

2.3.2 The simulation 

The simulation resembled the working of a normal telephone system as good as possible. 
The procedures for transferring calls was as normal. A call was parked by pushing the hold 
button. After the dial tone, the number of destination should be called. Then, an inquiry 
could be made and after the receiver was down, the parked call was transferred. The 
additional feedback was given after two seconds. 

The simulation was programmed in visual basic6
• Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4. show the 

interface of the single- and multi-line phone. Both interfaces had a keypad, a display, a 
hold button and a status-line. The multi-line interface had also three line-buttons and four 
line indicators. If an indicator was off, a push on the corresponding button established a 
call to the number printed on the button. If an indicator flashed, someone was trying to call 
this number. A push on the corresponding button answered the call. If the indicator was 
on, the line was in use. If the corresponding button was pressed, the engaged tone was 
heard. 

4
) Philips Advanced Interactive Display. This is a pen computer stylus and a touch screen in one. 

5
) Inclusive the deformed voices. 

6
) Microsoft™ Visual Basic®, Windows® version 3.0 
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Status-line 

Line-Indicator 

Hold-button 

Figure 1-3 The interface of the single-line telephone Figure 1-4 The interface of the multi-line telephone 
simulation simulation 

For both interfaces, the lower level auditory feedback (see par. 1.3) was the same as with 
real telephony. Extra visual feedback was given to compensate the short comings of the 
simulation: 

The display showed the pressed number-keys. In this way the missing tactile 
feedback was compensated. The text that confirmed the succes of a transfer in the 
visual feedback condition, was also presented in this display. 

II The black horizontal rectangle represented the status line. The little icon showed 
whether the receiver was on or off the hook. This was necessary because the 
computer sometimes reacted to late on hook events. Subjects were asked to wait 
with further action until the position of the receiver complied with the status shown 
by the icon. 

ltl The status line also showed the telephone numbers of the party that was 
connected or the party that was on hold. This was necessary to prevent mistakes 
by subject and experiment leader. 

In addition to the telephone interface, there was an end-of-task button displayed on the 
PAID. Subjects were asked to press this button whenever they thought a call was 
transferred correctly. 
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2.4 Tasks 

The experiment existed of eight identical tasks, done under the different conditions. The 
experiment leader phoned to the subject and asked if he or she could connect him with 
someone else. The subjects had a list with names and telephone numbers. The person to 
whom the experiment leader wanted to be connected with, was on this list. The subjects 
were asked to watch for all the feedback that the telephone gave during and after the 
transfer of the call. Also they were instructed to press the end-of-task button when they 
thougt the telephone call was transferred. Detailed task descriptions instructions are in 
appendix C. 

2.5 The interview 

The subjects were asked about their experience with the additional feedback. Most 
questions had to be answered on a five points scale where the low numbers represented 
negative and the higher numbers positive experience. The subjects had to point out their 
choice on a special form, which had only scales on it. The experiment leader noted the 
answer on the interview form. Sometimes he asked for an explanation. 

In total there were 34 questions. Appendix B contains the interview form, as used in the 
experiment. The top of the first sheet was used to collect some characteristics of the 
subjects, time and date and the order in which the conditions were presented. The rest of 
the interview form is divided in two parts. One part concerns the single-line and the other 
the multi-line phone. Both parts contained exactly the same questions. Each part consist 
of two general questions, and three sequences of five questions about a specific feedback 
form. The feedback forms were discussed in the same order as their appearance in the 
experiment. So the order of the questions varied among the subjects. 

The questions addressed the following seven issues: 

1. ''The need for feedback after transferring a telephone call": The subjects were asked 
how necessary they found the feedback (in any form) after transferring a call. In addition 
they were asked about the importance of the feedback in relation to the number of lines. 

2. ''The confidence achieved by the feedback'': Because the subjects did not know when 
and what kind of feedback they could expect, the provided feedback was not necessarily 
related to the call transfer. The subjects were asked how convinced they were about the 
succes of the transfer, on a scale of 1 to 5. 

3. ''The salience of the feedback": Feedback messages which are non-persistent have to 
be very salient otherwise the message is lost for the user. Therefore subjects were asked 
to score the salience of the three feedback forms. The subjects were asked to rate the 
salience of the feedback on a scale of 1 to 5. 

4. ''The pleasingnessf disturbance caused of the feedback": Although good feedback has to 
be salient, it must not be to disturbing. Therefore the subjects were asked how they rated 
the feedback on a scale that contrasted disturbing and pleasing. 
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5. 'The quality of the presented feedback": In order to detect dislikes against one of the 
feedback forms caused by it's appearance (not by it's concepts), subjects were asked to 
rate each feedback for it's quality. The quality of the feedback had to be expressed on a 
scale from 1 to 5. The subjects were told to make their judgement on basis of 
characteristics of the feedback form. The following example of these characteristics were 
given: 
Visual feedback. Contents, position on the display, duration of presentation, represen

tation form text or not. 
Auditory/sound'. 
Auditory/voices: 

Volume, tone height, tone varying, duration. 
Type of deformation (changing vowels), volume, duration. 

6. ''Suitability of the feedback concept for call transfer": The subjects were asked to judge 
the suitability of the feedback forms for a single line and a multi line situation on a scale of 
1 to 5. 

7. "Ranking the feedback forms" 
In addition to the preceding questions, the subjects were asked to rank the different forms 
of feedback from most (1) to less favorable (4). The control condition with no feedback was 
also taken into account. 

2.6 Procedure 

The subjects were invited at the I PO to participate in the experiment. They were told that 
the experiment had something to do with transferring telephone calls, and that it would 
take about an hour. Before the experiment started, the subjects received a short intro
duction. The simulated phone was shown and its working was explained. They were told 
that it worked just like any other phone, that the button on the screen functioned as the 
keypad of the phone and that touching them had the same effect as pressing a key on a 
normal phone7

• 

Table 2-2: The scenario of the experiment 

1 Introduction 

2 Training single-line phone 

3 Experiment part I 

4 Interview I 

5 Training multi-line phone 

6 Experiment part II 

7 Interview II 

After the introduction, a training session started. The major goal of this training session 
was to instruct the subjects how to transfer a call on the simulation and to demonstrate the 

7
) During the training session the end-of-task button, also projected on the PAID screen, was hidden. 
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extra feedback on the display and the status line. The subjects received part A of the 
instruction sheets (see appendix 8) and the experiment leader left the experiment room. 
There were four training tasks: two tasks were normal calling tasks (making and receiving 
calls), two were call transfer tasks. For every task the steps that had to be followed in 
order to complete the tasks were given. Also the reaction of the simulation was described 
for every step. Every time the subjects made a telephone connection with the control room, 
the experiment leader discussed the steps with them. 

When the training session was finished, the experiment leader enter the experiment room 
again. The subjects had the opportunity to ask questions about the simulation. Then the 
procedure during the experiment was explained. The subjects were told, that during the 
first part of the experiment, they would receive four calls. The person that called, would 
ask them to transfer the call to an other phone. This time the simulation would give the 
extra feedback. The subjects were instructed to pay attention to this feedback, because 
they would receive some questions about it later on. They were not informed about the 
form and the function of the feedback. At this point the end-of-task button was displayed. 
They were instructed to push the button when they were convinced that the call was 
transferred successfully. Part 8 of the instructions was given, which contained a summary 
of the procedures and a list of names and telephone numbers. The calling person in the 
experiment requested a transfer to a person on the list. 

The experiment leader left the room and the experiment started. The experiment leader 
made and answered all the calls, acting as different persons. All his actions were worked 
out in a script (see appendix C). The experiment leader acted strictly according to the 
script. When subjects made an error in the call procedure, he acted confused not under
standing what had happened. 

When the last telephone call was transferred, the experiment leader entered the room 
again and the interview was taken. Then a short break followed, during which the exper
iment leader prepared the multi-line simulation. 

In the second part of the experiment, the subjects had to transfer calls with the multi-line 
simulation. First they received a training in working with this simulation (see part C of the 
instruction form in appendix 8). Next, the procedure of the experiment was explained. This 
time the subjects were instructed to answer the phone as representing Jakies chocolate 
factory, and to pick up calls for the lines that were not their own. Just before the experi
ment, the subjects received part D of the instruction form (appendix 8). This form 
summarized the procedure and listed the names and telephone numbers that the subjects 
needed for the experiment. Then the experiment was done. Finally the second part of the 
interview was conducted. The script of the multi-line experiment is also included in 
appendix C. 
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In the next chapter, the data from the three data sources (the logging-files, the interview 
and the remarks made by the subjects) will be presented one by one. 

3.1 Time measurements: the logging data 

The log files were analyzed and the time span between the executions and the pressing of 
the "end-of-task" button was calculated. The results are shown in table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Time span between the execution and the acknowledgment of a transfer (in seconds) 

I Non I Text I Sound I Voice I 
Single-line Mean time 4,88 5,27 4,55 6,00 

Standard deviation 2,52 4,24 2,90 0,95 

Number of valid measurements 8 11 11 11 

Multi-line Mean time 6,44 4,18 3,45 5,50 

Standard deviation 3,47 2,17 1,50 1,85 

Number of valid measurements 10 11 11 12 

Unfortunately the data were corrupted because the computer sometimes failed to detect 
hook events. In such a case the recorded time was much longer then expected. Time 
spans that were longer than 15 seconds were eliminated from the data. Also the subjects, 
sometimes forgot to press the end-of-task button. For each condition, the number of valid 
measurements is stated in table 3-1. 

For both configurations, sound was the most effective feedback form to notify users of the 
success of a call transfer. Users needed less time to acknowledge whether they though 
that a transfer had proceeded or not. Voice feedback was the least effective in the single 
line condition and no feedback was the least effective in the multi line conditions. 

3.2 Relevant remarks made by the subjects 

The relevant remarks made by the subjects are summarized in Appendix F. All the 
remarks were made during the interview. In the next chapter the remarks will be used to 
support some conclusions from the other data sources. 

3.3 Interview results 

In this paragraph a summary of the data obtained from the interview will be presented. The 
scales were clustered in positive categories (labelled with "+"}, neutral categories (labeled 
with "O") and negative categories (labelled with "-"). The positive categories correspond to 
higher scale numbers ( 4 & 5) while the negative numbers correspond to lower scale 
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numbers (1 & 2)8
• The neutral category correspont to scale number 3. By presenting the 

data in this way the information concerning the strength of a statement is lost, but the 
comparison of feedback forms becomes easier. Also the data is less influenced by different 
interpretation between subjects concerning the strength of a category labels. In Appendix 
D (tables) and Appendix E (histograms) raw data are given. In paragraph 3.4 an analyze 
will be made with a test that take into account the strength of the scores. 

3.3.1 Need for feedback 

The subjects were asked to experess the need for additiopnal feedback on a scale of 1 to 
5. Table 3-2 displays the distribution of the scores for both telephone configurations. A 
distinction was made between subjects with (5 subject) and without (7 subjects) earlier 
experience in transferring calls. 

Table 3-2: The relative distribution of the score on scale for the need of feedback 

I 
Need 

I 

Single line I Multi line 

experience no experience experience no experience 

Not needed 40% 0% 20% 0% 

Handy 40% 29% 40% 0% 

Needed 20% 71% 40% 100% 

The table shows that some need for additional feedback exists. People without experience 
in using call transfer needed the feedback the most. This need increases for the multi-line 
system. 

3.3.2 Preference of the feedback forms 

Table 3-3 shows the percentages of the rank numbers assigned to the feedback forms. 

Table 3-3: Relative distribution of rank numbers for all the conditions (underlined category = modus, shaded 
category = median) 

Rank I Single Line I Multi Line 
number 

I I Visual I Sound I Voice I Non Non Visual Sound Voice 

1 8% 33% 33% 25% 0% 33% ~ 25% 

2 0% ~ 25% 25% 8% ~ 17% m 
3 17% 17% 33% m 17% 25% 33% 25% 

4 ~ 0% 8% 17% ~ 0% 8% 17% 

8
) For questions 6, 11, 16 and 17 the lower scale numbers represent positive categories while the 

negative categories were labelled with higher numbers 
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The cells of the table stated the percentage of subjects that placed the feedback form in 
the column header on the position in the row header. For example the table shows that 
50% of the subjects preferred the visual feedback in the single line situation as second 
best. The cell that contains the median and the modus is marked by resp. shading and 
underlining. 

The results show that for both situations subjects preferred the visual feedback the most 
and no feedback the least. The preferences, for sound and voice are about equal. 

3.3.3 The quality of the feedback forms 

In table 3-4 the distribution of the scores for the quality of the represented feedback is 
shown. The last column lists some of the remarks made by the subjects who gave a 
negative score. The number that is printed behind a remark shows how often this remark 
was made. 

Table 3-4: The quality of the presented feedback (in % of total scores) 

::--'L::::ck I Good I Average I Bad I Comment given by subjects (times remarked) 

Text Dutch language preferred (2X) 

50 17 34 To hard to interpret, numbers don't say much (4X) 

Text disappeared to fast (2X) 

Chimes Volume to low (2X) 
54 18 27 

To much resemblance with bell signal (1X) 

Voices with No deformation preferred (2X) 

changed vowels 45 18 36 
Voices not enough deformed (3X) 

According to the data in table 3-4, non of the feedback forms was handicaped or favored 
by a worse or better appearance then the other forms. Non of the data scored extremely 
high nor low. 

Tables 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7 show the scores for confidence, salience and the suitability of the 
different types of feedback for the single and multi line conditions. 

The results show that for both conditions, the confidence of the users with regard to the 
success of call transfer is boosted by the visual feedback, but not by the voice feedback. 
The sound didn't confuse the subjects but the scores, especially for the multi-line situation, 
were somewhat lower, then the scores for the visual feedback. 

The salience of the deformed voices is rated high for both situations. The salience of the 
sound increased in the multi-line situation. This can be contributed to the increasing 
familiarity of the sound. The salience of the visual feedback was judged less then the other 
feedback forms. 

Both the text and the chimes were appraised as pleasant or neutral signals. The voices 
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were sometimes perceived as disturbing or even very disturbing. Changes in the 
complexity of the telephone set had no effect on the distribution of the scores. 

The visual feedback was rated as most suitable in both situations. The voices feedback 
was rated as least suitable for both situations. 

Table 3-5: Scores for the visual feedback 

Question I Single Line I Multi Line 

%+ %0 %- %+ %0 % -
scores scores scores scores scores scores 

Confidence achieved by feedback 75 25 0 83 17 0 

Salience of feedback 67 0 33 50 25 25 

Pleasingness/disturbance caused by feed- 67 33 0 67 33 0 
back 

Suitability of feedback for call transfer 84 17 8 67 17 17 

Table 3-6: Scores for the auditory/sound feedback 

Question Single Line =Multi Line 

%+ %0 %- % + %0 %-
scores scores scores scores scores scores 

Confidence achieved by feedback 75 25 0 58 33 8 

Salience of feedback 50 25 25 75 17 8 

Pleasingness/disturbance caused by feed- 62 25 13 55 45 0 
back 

Suitability of feedback for call transfer 55 36 9 73 0 27 

Table 3-7: Scores for the auditory/voice feedback 

Question Single Line Jl!1ulti Line 

%+ %0 %- %+ %0 %-
scores scores scores scores scores scores 

Confidence achieved by feedback 42 0 58 58 17 25 

Salience of feedback 75 25 0 83 0 17 

Pleasingness/disturbance caused by feed- 17 25 59 17 33 50 
back 

Suitability of feedback for call transfer 36 27 36 17 42 42 
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The Wilcoxon ranked sign test for match pairs [Mendenhall & Sincich 1988] was used to 
see if the data provided sufficient evidence to conclude a difference in distribution of the 
scores between the conditions. Because this test compares scores for single subjects in 
different condition the strength of the statements are taken in to account. As significance 
level, ex is set to 0, 1. 

In §4.1 it will be shown that the validity of the experiment is not very high. Therefore, it is 
useless to test the significance of the results. The Wilcoxon ranked sign test was not used 
as a significance test of the results, but as a tool for looking at the data in an other way. 
The results of the tests are stated in table 3-8. 

Table 3-8: Differences in location of the distributions (significance level 0, 1 )9
• 

Single-line (SL) Multi-line (ML) 

Visual Sound Voice Visual Sound Voice 

Confidence achieved by VisML = Sou ML = VoiML = VisSL = Sou SL = VoiSL 
the feedback Sound = Visual = Visual - Sound + Visual - Visual 

Voice + Voice + Sound - Voice + Voice = Sound 

Salience of the feedback VisML = Sou ML = VoiML = VisSL = Sou SL = VoiSL 
Sound = Visual = Visual + Sound = Visual = Visual 
Voice - Voice - Sound + Voice - Voice - Sound 

Pleasingness/disturbance VisML = Sou ML = VoiML = VisSL = Sou SL = VoiSL 
caused by the feedback Sound = Visual = Visual - Sound = Visual = Visual 

Voice + Voice = Sound = Voice + Voice + Sound 

Suitability10 of the feed- VisML = Sou ML = VoiML + VisSL = Sou SL = VoiSL 
back for call transfer Sound = Visual = Visual - Sound = Visual = Visual 

Voice + Voice = Sound = Voice + Voice = Sound 

Quality of represented Sound = Visual = Visual = Sound = Visual = Visual 
feedback forms Voice = Voice = Sound = Voice = Voice = Sound 

Preference 10 VisML = Sou ML = VoiML = VisSL = Sou SL = VoiSL 
Non + Non + Non + Non + Non + Non 
Sound = Visual = Visual = Sound = Visual = Visual 
Voice = Voice = Sound = Voice = Voice = Sound 

A "+" in this table means that the distribution of the condition in the column header has a 
better position on the scale stated in the row header, than the condition stated in the cell. 
A "-" represents a worse position. The "=" means that the data provided not enough evi
dence to conclude a difference in location of both distributions. All the comparisons are 
stated two times in the table. A "+" in one column means always a "-" in one of the other 
columns. 

9
) Because the number of tests in the table is large, the chance that one of the differences in the table is 

labelled as being significant, while in fact it is not, is bigger than 0, 1. 

10
) For this scale a positive shift of the distribution, is a shift to the lower scale numbers. This is because 

the scale categories which represent positive appraisal had the scale numbers 1 or 2. 
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An example. Take the "+" behind the label "voice" in the first column. This sign determines 
the location of the distribution of the visual single-line condition compared to that of voice 
single-line condition on the certainty scale. So according to the data it is possible to 
conclude that the visual feedback is more likely to score higher then the auditory/voice 
feedback. The more plusses in a column, the better the corresponding condition was 
appraised on the scales. According to the data, the visual feedback was appraised as best 
in both situations. 

The columns of the conditions with the visual feedback contains the most pluses and only 
one minus, so globally the visual feedback scores better on the scales than the other 
feedback forms. The columns for the conditions with the voice feedback contains the most 
"-" and scores therefore less good then the to other feedback forms. The table also shows 
that the differences between the telephone configurations are small, because only one 
feedback form is significantly different for both telephone configurations (the voice 
feedback on the scale for the suitability). Some differences which were not significant in 
the single line situation become significant in the multi-line situation. 
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In chapter 1 the following research questions were formulated: 
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1) Can additional feedback on the top level of the interaction between user and 
telephone system, enhance the confidence people have in performing a call 
transfer successfully? 

2) Does an increase in complexity of the telephone configuration (more then one line 
available) increase the need for additional feedback? 

3) What is the best way to present this feedback? 

The data will be analyzed in order to find an answer on these questions. But before all, the 
limitations of the experiment have to be discussed in order to verify the robustness of the 
data. 

4.1 The limitations of the experiment 

The following remarks have to be made: 

System breakdown: Sometimes the system refused to detect whether the receiver 
was on or off the hook. In these situations the simulation had to be restarted and a 
part of the experiment had to be done all over again. 

Delay in response times of the system: The simulation some times suffered from 
response delays. These delays were larger than delays that could be expected by 
the response time of the users. The delays corrupted the response time 
measurements and confused and irritated the subjects, because the system didn't 
react immediately as they expected. 

The role of the calling party as well as the destination party, was played by one 
person: The experimental leader made and answered all calls. The sample of the 
deformed voices, existed of one male and one female voice. So the voices in the 
feedback did not match with the voice of the calling and the destination party. This 
is not in line with the concept of the voices feedback. This might have biased the 
scores for this feedback form. 

No real work environment: During the experiment, the subjects were constantly 
focused on the PAID. In an office situations this is not always possible. The 
artificial circumstances of the experiment might have influenced the results. 

Optimum quality of the feedback: The interview showed that non of the feedback 
types were favored or handicaped by the quality of there appearance. However, the 
interview also showed that the quality of all feedback forms can be improved, so 
more experimentation with respect to the quality of sound, voice and visual 
feedback is needed. This improving might work in favorite of one of the feedback 
forms. 
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These limitations of the experiment affect the robustness of the data. The conclusions and 
interpretations discussed in this chapter are therefore no more then suggestions and 
indications. They all need verification in a follow-up study with robust equipment. 

4.2 No feedback versus additional feedback 

According to table 3-2 the majority of the subjects stated that the feedback was more than 
handy. This is in line with the fact that the most subjects preferred the additional feedback 
to no feedback for both telephone configurations. 75 % of all subjects labeled the non
feedback condition as least preferred in the single- as well as the multi-line situations. 

4.3 Effects of the experience of the user 

Subjects who had no experience at all with transferring calls expressed the need for 
feedback. In the single line situation 71 % of all unexperienced subjects claimed they 
needed the feedback. In the multi-line situation this number was even 100 %. The subjects 
who had some experience with transferring calls, needed the feedback less. In the single 
line situation 20 % of all subjects labeled the feedback as needed. In the multi-line 
situation this number was 71 %. 

4.4 Effects of the complexity of the telephone configuration 

The need for additional feedback increased as the complexity of the telephone 
configuration increased. In the multi-line situation 6 subjects (50 %) found the feedback 
more needed. Non of the subjects needed the feedback less. 

4.5 The pro's and con's of the feedback forms 

The feedback forms will be discussed with regard to transferring calls: 

4.5.1 The visual feedback 

Is the most preferred feedback form 
The visual feedback was the most preferred in both single and multi line situation. In the 
single line situation 83 % of all subjects rated the visual feedback on the first or second 
place. 

Offers the most confidence 
The visual feedback offers the most confidence in both single and multi line situation. The 
text is the most explicit of the tested feedback forms. It told explicitly that the call was 
transferred and two which extention it was transferred. On the other hand four subjects 
stated that the text was to hard to interpret. They were not sure that the numbers given in 
the feedback indeed were the numbers that had to be transferred. 
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The visual feedback is found less salient then the other two feedback forms. In the single 
line situation 33% of all subjects judged the text as being not salient. In the multi line 
situation this percentage was reduced to 25%. 

4.5.2 The sound feedback 

Is the most effective feedback form 
Sound feedback was the most effective in both situations to notify users of the results of a 
call transfer, i.e. users needed less time to acknowledge whether they thought a transfer 
had succeeded. 

Offers the most confidence in single line situation 
In the single line situation, the sound feedback boosted the confidence of the subjects as 
much as the visual feedback did. 75% of all subjects claimed that they were certain or very 
certain that the call was transferred successful after hearing the chimes. In the multi line 
situation this percentage was reduced to 58%. The problem with sound feedback is that it 
does not tell the user which call is transferred and to whom. Visual feedback and voice 
feedback do make this possible. 

4.5.3 The deformed voices feedback 

Is the most salient feedback form 
Seventy five percent of all subjects claimed that the deformed voices were salient or 
striking. In the multi line situation this percentage increased with another 8% to 83%. This 
is probably caused by the fact that the deformed voices are, compared to the chimes, very 
uncommon. 

Confused the subjects 
Fifty eight percent of all subjects labeled the deformed voices as disturbing or very 
disturbing. In the multi line situation this percentage decreased to 25%. The fact that the 
concept of this feedback could not have been clear to all subjects might have contributed 
to this (see §4.1 ). Three subjects actually claimed that they were confused by the female 
voice that was audible in the feedback. Two subjects told that they were confused because 
they did not know whether they were involved in the conversation or not. Two subjects 
contributted the voices to an error in the system or to an incorrect action of them selves. 

Is the least liked feedback form 
The majority of the subjects judged the sound of the voices as disturbing or very disturbing 
in both situations (59% in the multi line situation and 42% in the single line situation). 

Is not suitable as feedback for call transfer 
The subjects thought that the voices were less suitable to notify the success of a call 
transfer, then the other feedback forms. Especially in the multi line situation the score for 
this feedback form was very low. Only 17 % of all subjects thought that the voices were 
suitable to notify the success of a call transfer. 
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4.6 Summary of the conclusions 

Summarizing, the following conclusions can be drawn from the experiment: 

(1) The experiment showed that there exists a need for an acknowledgement after a 
call is transferred. The extent of this need depends on the experience of the user, 
and the complexity of the situation. 

(2) Visual feedback achieves more confidence then the feedback in the form of 
deformed voices. In the single line situation sound offers as much confidence as 
visual feedback, but when more lines are used, this change. 

(3) Visual feedback is less salient then the other two feedback forms. The deformed 
voices were rated as most salient. 

(4) The concept of visual feedback is considered as most suitable, specially in multi
line situation were the other two feedback forms scored less. 

(5) The deformed voices are perceived as disturbing. Visual feedback and sound are 
perceived as pleasant. 

(6) Sound is the most effective feedback form. Users need less time to acknowledge 
whether they think a call is transferred successfully. 

In this report top level additional feedback is used to improve the usability of call transfer 
function. Although additional feedback can improve the usability of the call transfer 
function, it might not be the only way to do this. In paragraph 1.3 it is explained that the 
manner in which many call manipulation features are activated, can cause a feeling of not 
controlling the situation. So, changing the procedure for activating this features, might also 
attribute. On simple solution might be found by adding a extra button to the interface. A 
call is transferred not by placing the receiver on the hook, but by pressing the button. Now, 
there is a clear difference between, ending a call and executing a transfer. Some 
telephones already transfer calls in this way. 
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APPENDIX A: THE INTERVIEW FORM 



Interview form part I 

Proefnr: Datum: 
Exp. volgorde: Tijd: 

Ervaring: 
Leeftijd: 
ManNrouw 

Experiment I 

Algemene vragen 

1) Wat vindt u van het feit dat de telefoon een melding geeft, wanneer een 
gesprek is door geschakeld? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overbodig Han dig Noodzakelijk 

17) Geef uw rangorde van meest naar minst gewaardeerde meldingsvorm 

Opmerkingen: 



Interview form part I 

Vragen bij visuele feedback 

2,7,12) In taak X gaf de telefoon, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, de tekst "call 
from 12 transfered to 13". Welke invloed had deze tekst op U. Was u; 
Heel onzeker, onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot stand 
gekomen was, of had de melding geen effect op u? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 

3,8, 13) Vond u deze meldingen opvallend of onopvallend: 

4,9, 14) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Erg onopvallend Neutraal Erg opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

Hoe ervaart u deze melding op een schaal van heel storend tot heel 
prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u deze specifieke visuele informatie goed gekozen? 
(Tekst, lnhoud tekst, plaats, duur van zichtbaarheid) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Slecht Matig Redelijk Voldoende Goed 

Commentaar: 

1) 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u in het algemeen, van visuele informatie als bevesteging van 
doorschakelen: 

2 3 4 5 

Zeer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



Interview form part I 

Vragen bij het geluidssignaal als feedback 

2,7,12) In taak X gaf de telefoon, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, een geluidssig
naal. Welke invloed had dit geluidssignaal op U. Was u; Heel onzeker, 
onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot stand gekomen was, of 
had het horen van dit geluidssignaal geen effect op u. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 

3,8, 13) Vend u het geluidssignaal opvallend of onopvallend? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Erg onopvallend Neutraal Erg opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

4,9, 14) Hoe ervaart u deze melding op een schaal van heel storend tot heel 
prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u dit specifieke geluidsignaal goed gekozen? 
(luidheid, toonverandering, toonhoogte) 

1 2 3 4 

Slee ht Matig Redelijk Voldoende 

Commentaar: 

1) 

5 

Goed 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u in het algemeen van een geluidssignaal, als bevesteging van 
doorschakelen? 

2 3 4 5 

Zeer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



Interview form part I 

Vragen bij onverstaanbaar gemaakte spraak als feedback 

2,7,12) In taak X was, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, een stukje conversatie te 
horen dat niet te verstaanbaar was, maar waarvan de stemmen herken
baar waren. Welke invloed had het horen van deze conversatie op U. 
Was u; Heel onzeker, onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot 
stand gekomen was, of had het horen van dit geluidssignaal geen effect 
op u. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 

3,8,13) Vond u het geluid opvallend of onopvallend? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Erg onopvallend Neutraal Erg opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

4,9, 14) Hoe ervaarde u het horen van deze spraak op een schaal van heel 
storend tot heel prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u de manier waarop de spraak vervormt was, goed gekozen? 
(klinkers veNangen, Juidheid, duur van sample) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Slecht Matig Redelijk Voldoende Goed 

Commentaar: 

1) 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u in het algemeen van een vervormde spraak als bevesteging 
van doorschakelen? 

2 3 4 5 

Zeer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



Interview form Part II 

Experiment II 

Algemene vragen 

1 a) Wat vindt u van het feit dat deze telefoon een melding geeft, wanneer 
een gesprek is door geschakeld? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overbodig Handig Noodzakelijk 

1 b) Is deze Noodzaak/overbodigheid toegenomen of afgenomen ten opzichte 
van de situatie in het vorige experiment. 

Toegenomen/afgenomen 

17) Geef opnieuw uw rangorde van meest naar minst gewaardeerde mel
dingsvorm 

Opmerkingen: 



Interview form Part II 

Vragen bij visuele feedback 

2, 7, 12) In taak X gaf de telefoon, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, de tekst "call 
from 12 transfered to 13". Welke invloed had deze tekst op U. Was u; 
Heel onzeker, onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot stand 
gekomen was, of had de melding geen effect op u? 

3,8,13) 

4,9, 14) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 
Onzeker Bijna zeker 

Vond u deze meldingen opvallend of onopvallend: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Erg onopvallend Neutraal Erg opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

Hoe ervaart u deze melding op een schaal van heel storend tot heel 
prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u deze specifieke visuele informatie goed gekozen? 
(Tekst, lnhoud tekst, plaats, duur van zichtbaarheid) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Slecht Matig Redelijk Voldoende Goed 

Commentaar: 

1) 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u in het algemeen van visuele informatie als bevesteging van 
doorschakel, bij dit soort telefoons: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Zeer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



Interview form Part II 

Vragen bij het geluidssignaal als feedback 

2,7,12) In taak X gaf de telefoon, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, een geluidssig
naal. Welke invloed had dit geluidssignaal op U. Was u; Heel onzeker, 
onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot stand gekomen was, of 
had het horen van dit geluidssignaal geen effect op u. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 
Onzeker Bijna zeker 

3,8, 13) Vond u het geluidssignaal opvallend of onopvallend? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Erg onopvallend Neutraal Erg opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

4,9,14) Hoe ervaart u deze melding op een schaal van heel storend tot heel 
prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u dit specifieke geluidsignaal goed gekozen? 
(luidheid, toonverandering, toonhoogte) 

1 2 3 4 

Slecht Matig Redelijk Voldoende 

Commentaar: 

1) 

5 

Goed 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u in het algemeen, van een geluidssignaal als bevesteging van 
doorschakelen in het algemeen, bij dit soort telefoons? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Zeer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



Interview form Part II 

Vragen bij onverstaanbaar gemaakte spraak als feedback 

2,7,12) 

3,8, 13) 

4,9, 14) 

In taak X was, nadat er was doorgeschakelt, een stukje conversatie te 
horen dat niet te verstaanbaar was, maar waarvan de stemmen herken
baar waren. Welke invloed had het horen van deze conversatie op U. 
Was u; Heel onzeker, onzeker, zeker, heel zeker, dat de verbinding tot 
stand gekomen was, of had het horen van dit geluidssignaal geen effect 
op u. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel Onzeker Maakt niets uit Heel Zeker 
Onzeker Bijna zeker 

Vond u het geluid opvallend of onopvallend? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel onopvallend Neutraal Heel Opvallend 
Onopvallend Opvallend 

Hoe ervaarde u het horen van deze spraak op een schaal van heel 
storend tot heel prettig? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Heel storend Storend Neutraal Prettig Heel prettig 

5, 10, 15) Vind u de manier waarop de spraak vervormt was, goed gekozen? 
(klinkers vervangen, luidheid, duur van sample) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Slecht Matig Redelijk Voldoende Goed 

Commentaar: 

1) 

6, 11, 16) Wat vindt u van een vervormde spraak als bevesteging van doorschake
len in het algemeen? 

2 3 4 5 

leer geschikt Bruikbaar Onbruikbaar 
Geschikt Minder geschikt 



APPENDIX 8: THE INSTRUCTIONS 



Instructions form Part A 

lnstructies bij experiment I 

Voor u staat een telefoon. Bellen met deze telefoon gaat op dezelfde manier als bij 
u thuis. De toetsen van deze telefoon zijn de druktoetsen die u op het scherm ziet. De 
toetsen werken hetzelfde als gewone druktoetsen. 

Op het scherm staan drie balken, een verticale en twee horizontale: 

In de witte horizontale balk kunt u zien, welk nummer u heeft ingetoetst. 

De zwarte horizontale balk geeft informatie over de toestand van de telefoon. 
Het plaatje van de telefoon geeft aan of de hoorn van of op de haak ligt. Op de 
balk staat met wie u verbonden bent. 

Op de verticale balk staat een "hold"-toets. lndrukken van deze knop zet een 
binnenkomend gesprek in de wachtstand. 

Als u iemand in de wachtstand heeft staan kunt u hem/haar doorverbinden. Dit doet 
u door een tweede persoon te bellen, terwijl u iemand in de wachtstand heeft staan. 
Als de verbinding tot stand is gebracht, kunt u doorschakelen door de hoorn op de 
haak te leggen. 

Hieronder staan enkele oefeningen om u vertrouwd te maken met de telefoon. Na 
afloop van de oefeningen kunt u vragen stellen. 

Bel Jeroen Schils op nummer 11. 

1) Neem de hoorn van de haak 
- U hoort een kiestoon 

2) Toets nummer 11 in 
- Op het witte balkje verschijnt de tekst "11" 
- U hoort een wachttoon 

*) Jeroen Schils neemt op 
- De tekst in de witte balk verdwijnt 
- Op de zwarte balk verschijnt "connected to 11" 

3) Leg de hoorn op de haak 
- De tekst in de zwart balk verdwijnt 



Instructions form Part A 

II Beantwoord Pieter Groene die u opbelt vanaf toestelnummer 12 

*) Pieter Groene belt u op 
- Het telefoontoestel rinkelt 
- In de zwarte balk staat een hand die een hoorn vast houdt 

1) U neemt de hoorn van de haak 
- In de zwarte balk verschijnt de tekst "connected to 12" 

2) Leg de hoorn op de haak 
- De tekst in de zwart balk verdwijnt 

Ill Bel Linda Wouters, telefoonnummer 18, en zet haar in de wachtstand 

1) Bel Linda Wouters (telefoonummer 18) 
-Zie I 

2) Zet haar in de wachtstand dqor de hold-toets in te drukken 
-U hoort een kiestoon 
-Op de zwarte balk verschijnt de melding "Onhold: 18" 

ii 

IV Verbind Linda Wouters door met Bart Bosman die telefoonnummer 13 
heeft 

1) Bel nummer 13, terwijl Linda Wouters in de wachtstand staat 
-Op de witte balk staat "13" 
-Op de zwarte balk staat de melding "Onhold: 18" 
-U hoort een wachttoon 

*) Bart Bosman neemt op 
-Op de zwarte balk staat nu "connected to 13 Onhold: 18" 
-De tekst in de witte balk verdwijnt 

2) Leg de hoorn op de haak om beide partijen door te verbinden 
-De tekst in de zwarte balk verdwijnt 



Instructions form Part B iii 

Experiment I 

Het eigenlijke experiment begint nu. Dit experiment bestaat uit vier taken. Aan het 
begin van iedere taak wordt u opgebeld. De persoon die u opbelt vraagt, of u 
hem/haar kunt door verbinden met een van de volgende personen: 

Bart Bosmans 
Pieter Groene 
Jeroen Schils 
Linda Wouters 

(tel 13) 
(

11 
II 12) 

(
11 

II 11) 
(

11 
II 18) 

Op het scherm vindt u naast de telefoon een "Einde Taak" knop. Druk deze knop in 
als u denkt dat beide partijen met elkaar zijn verbonden. Let goed op de informatie 
die de telefoon u geeft. Na afloop van taak vier heeft de proefleider enkele vragen 
voor u. Voordat we daarna verder gaan, heeft u eerst even pauze. 

N.B.: Dit is een simulatie. Het kan voorkomen dat de telefoon traag reageert nadat u 
de hoorn opgenomen of neergelegd heeft. 



Instructions form Part C iv 

lnstructies bij experiment II 

De telefoon die nu voor u staat is een uitbreiding op de telefoon uit het vorige 
experiment. Met dit toestel is het mogelijk om telefoontjes van drie andere toestellen 
te ontvangen. Ook kunt u met een druk op een knop deze nummers bellen. 

Op de verticale balk staan de hold-toets en drie andere toetsen. Naast elk van deze 
toetsen staan cirkeltjes. Deze cirkeltjes stellen lampjes voor. De lampjes geven u 
informatie over de toestand van de telefoons. Het lampje voor het woo rd "line", geeft 
informatie over u eigen toestel. 

Er zijn drie toestanden: - Open (uit)= Het toestel is momenteel vrij. Als u op de 
bijbehorende toets drukt, belt u dit telefoonnummer. 

- Gevuld (aan)= Het toestel is momenteel in gebruik. 
- Knipperen = Er wordt naar het toestel gebeld. Als u nu op 

de bijbehorende toets drukt, wordt u met de bellende partij 
verbonden . 

Hieronder volgen enkele oefeningen. Na afloop van de oefeningen kunt u eventueel 
vragen stellen, daarna begint experiment II . 

Bel Jeroen Schils op nummer 11. 

1) Neem de hoorn van de haak 
- U hoort een kiestoon 
- Het lampje voor "line" gaat aan 

2) Druk op de toets met "nr 11" 
- Op het witte balkje verschijnt de tekst "11" 
- Het lampje van nummer 11 begint te knipperen 
- U hoort een wachttoon 

*) Jeroen Schils neemt op 
- De tekst in de witte balk verdwijnt 
- Het lampje gaat aan 
- Op de zwarte balk verschijnt "connected to 11" 

3) Leg de hoorn op de haak 
- De tekst in de zwart balk verdwijnt 
- Het lampje voor line en het lampje voor "nr 11" gaan uit 



Instructions form Part C v 

II Beantwoord Pieter Groene die Rene Scheffer (nummer 12) opbelt vanaf 
nummer 22 

*) Pieter Groene belt Rene Scheffer op 
- Uw telefoontoestel rinkelt 
- Het lampje met nummer 12 knippert 
- In de zwarte balk staat een hand die een hoorn vast houdt 

1) Neem de hoorn van de haak 
- U hoort een kiestoon 
- Het lampje voor "line" gaat aan 

2) Druk op de toets met "nr 12" 
- Het lampje behorende bij toestel 12 gaat aan 
- In de zwarte balk verschijnt de tekst "connected to 22" 

3) Leg de hoorn op de haak 
- De tekst in de zwart balk verdwijnt 
- Het lampje voor line en het lampje voor "nr 12" gaan uit 

Ill Bel Linda Wouters, telefoonnummer 18, en zet haar in de wachtstand 

1) Neem de hoorn van de haak 
- U hoort een kiestoon 
- Het lampje voor "line" gaat branden 

2) Teets nummer 18 in 
- Op het witte balkje verschijnt de tekst "18" 
- U hoort een wachttoon 

*) Linda Wouters neemt op 
- De tekst in de witte balk verdwijnt 
- Op de zwarte balk verschijnt "connected to 18" 

3) Zet hem in de wachtstand door de hold-toets in te drukken 
-U hoort een kiestoon 
-Op de zwarte balk verschijnt de melding "Onhold: 18" 



Instructions form Part C vi 

IV Verbind Linda Wouters door met Bart Bosmans, die telefoonnummer 13 
heeft 

1) Druk op de toets met "nr 13", terwijl Linda Wouters in de wachtstand staat 
-Op de witte balk staat "13" 
-Op de zwarte balk staat de melding "Onhold: 18" 
-U hoort een wachttoon 

*) Bart Bosmans neemt op 
-Op de zwarte balk staat nu "connected to 13 Onhold: 18" 
-Het lampje voor "nr 13" gaat aan 
-De tekst in de witte balk verdwijnt 

2) Hang op om beide partijen door te verbinden 
-De tekst in de zwarte balk verdwijnt 
- Het lampje voor "line" gaat uit 



Instructions form Part D vii 

Experiment II 

Experiment II gaat nu beginnen. Ook dit experiment bestaat weer uit vier taken. Als 
de telefoon rinkelt beantwoordt u hem. Is het telefoontje voor u zelf, dan beantwoord 
u met uw eigen naam. Als het een van de andere lijnen is dan antwoord u met 
"Sjakies Chocolade fabriek". 

De persoon die u aan de lijn krijgt, zal u verzoeken om hem door te verbinden met 
een van de volgende nummers: 

Bart Bosmans 
Rene Scheffer 
Jeroen Schils 
Linda Wouters 

(tel 13) 
(

11 
II 12) 

(
11 

II 11) 
(

11 
II 18) 

Op het scherm vindt u naast de telefoon, weer een "Einde Taak" knop. Druk deze 
knop in, als u denkt dat beide partijen met elkaar zijn verbonden. Het kan voorkomen 
dat de telefoon rinkelt direkt nadat u de hoorn heeft neergelegd. Beantwoord niet 
eerder een nieuw gesprek, voordat u denkt dat u de vorige taak helemaal heeft uit 
gevoerd. Let goed op de informatie die de telefoon u geeft. Na afloop van taak vier 
heeft de proefleider enkele vragen voor u. 



APPENDIX C: SCRIPT OF EXPERIMENT 



* 

* 

* 

Script of the experiment IPO 
RS 10/11/93 

Heet welkom 
Leg uit dat het experiment zal gaan over welke informatie de gebruiker dient te krijgen na het 
doorschakelen van telefoongesprekken en in welke vorm deze informatie dan moet warden 
aangeboden. 
Vraag naar ervaring, (schat) leeftijd 
Caliberer PAID. 
Start "C:\rene\phoner.bat" 
Geef Lognaam Rene en volgorde "0,0,0,0" 
Geef de proefpersoon de instructies van experiment I 
Wacht tot de proefpersoon aan de oefening is en beantwoordt vragen 

Ga naar controleruimte 
Proefpersoon doet oefeningen 

Oet 1 

Oef 2 

Oef 3 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Jeroen 
Schils. 
Meldt: succes 

Type "c" 

Beantwoord als Pieter 
Groene 
Meldt: succes 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Linda 
Wouters 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Bart 
Bos mans 
Meldt: Opleggen 

Wachttoon 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Wachttoon 

Kiestoon 

Wachtoon 

Vraag of de proefpersoon nog vragen heeft en geef de experimentbeschrijving 
Start de "C:\rene\phoner.bat opnieuw 

Belt nummer 11 

Legt hoorn neer 

Beantwoord telefoon 

Legt hoorn neer 

Belt nummer 18 

Drukt Hold-knop 

Bel nummer 13 

Legt hoorn neer 

Geef lognaam proefXX, en volgorde X,X,X,X waarbij de gegevens overeenkomen met de gegevens 
op de vragenlijst 
Wijs nogmaals op de einde "taak knop" 
Begin experiment I 



Script of the experiment 

Taak 2 

Taak 3 

Type "c" 

Beantwoord met Pieter 
Groene 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Jeroen Schils 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord met Jeroen 
Schils 

Type "c" 

Beantwoord met Rene 
Scheffer 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Linda Wouters 

Type "a" 
3eantwoord met Linda 
Wouters 

Type "c" 

Beantwoord met Pieter 
Groene 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Bart Bosmans 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord met Bart 
Bosmans 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

T elefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

wachttoon 

FeedBack 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

wachttoon 

Feedback 

IPO 
RS 10/11193 

Neemt op 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 11 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Drukt Einde Taak 

Beantwoord telefoon 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 11 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Drukt Einde Taak 

Neemt op 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 13 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Einde Taak knop 



Script of the experiment 

Taak 4 
Type "c" 

Beantwoord met Rene 
Scheffer 
Meldt: Doon;erbonden 
met Linda Wouters 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord Linda Wou
ters 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

FeedBack 

IPO 
RS 10/11/93 

Neemt op 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 18 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Einde Taak Knop 



* 

* 

Script of the experiment 

Vraag proefpersoon of hij/zij een drankje lust 
Geef het aanwijs vel 
Leg aan de hand van het aanwijsvel een interview af 
Pauze 

Start "C:\rene\mphoner.bat" 
Geet Lognaam Rene en volgorde "0,0,0,0" 
Geet de proefpersoon de instructies van experiment II 
Wacht tot de proefpersoon aan de oefening is en beantwoordt vragen 

Ga naar controleruimte 
Proefpersoon doet oefeningen 

Oef 1 

Oef 2 

Oef 3 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Jeroen 
schils 
Meldt: succes 

Type "2" 

Beantwoord als Pieter 
Groene 
Meldt: succes 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Linda 
Wouters 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord als Bart 
Bosman 
Meldt: Opleggen 

Wachttoon 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

Kiestoon 

IPO 
RS 10/11193 

Belt nummer 11 
(met line knop of num
mer) 

Legt hoorn neer 

Neemt hoorn van haak 

"nr 12" knop 

Legt hoorn neer 

Belt nummer 18 

Drukt Hold-knop 

Belt nummer 13 
(line knop of toetsen) 

Legt hoorn neer 
Vraag of de proefpersoon nog vragen heeft en geef de experimentbeschrijving 
Start de "C:\rene\phoner.bat opnieuw 
Geef lognaam proefXX, en volgorde X,X,X,X waarbij de gegevens overeenkomen met de gegevens 
op de vragenlijst 
Wijs nogmaals op de einde "taak knop" 
Begin experiment I 



• , _.,. _ _ h _ _ __ _ 

Script of the experiment 

Taak 1 

Taak 2 

Taak 3 

Type "q" 

Beantwoord met Pieter 
Groene 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Jeroen Schils 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord met Jeroen 
Schils 

Type "3" (Bart Bosmans) 

Beantwoord met Rene 
Scheffer 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Linda Wouters 

Type "2" 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord met Linda 
Wouters 

Beantwoord met Pieter 
Groene 
Type "1" 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Bart Bosmans 

Type "a" 
Beantwoord met Bart 
Bos mans 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

FeedBack 

Telefoon rinkelt 

Kiestoon 

Wachttoon 

Feedback 

IPO 
RS 10/11193 

Neemt op 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 11 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Drukt Einde Taak 

Beantwoord telefoon 
met sjakies chocolade 
fabriek 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 11 

Legt Hoom neer 
Drukt Einde Taak 

Neemt op 
Met Sjakies Chocolade 
fabriek 

Drukt hold-knop 

Belt nummer 13 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Einde Taak knop 



Script of the experiment 

Taak 4 

Geef aanwijsvel 
Neem interview at 

Type "q" 

Beantwoord met Rene 
Scheffer 
Meldt: Doorverbonden 
met Bart Bosman 

A: Dan doorverbinden 
met Jeroen Schils 

B: Meldt Rene Scheffer 

A,B:Type "a" 
Beantwoord Jeroen 
Schils 

Telefoon rinkelt 

B:Kiestoon 

B:ln gesprek toon 

A,B:Wachtoon 

FeedBack 

IPO 
RS 10/11193 

Neemt op 

A: Meld ingesprek 

A: Belt nummer 11 

B:Drukt hold-knop 

B:Belt nummer 13 

B:Druk op Hold 

B: Belt nummer 11 

Legt Hoorn neer 
Einde Taak Knop 



APPENDIX 0: SUMMERY OF THE DATA 



Ranks for relative preferences Frequency of ranks 
Single line Multi line Single line 

expnr non visual sound voice non visual sound voice non visual sound voice 
1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 1 1 1 4 4 3 
2 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 2 0 6 3 3 
3 4 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 3 2 2 4 4 
4 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 4 4 9 0 1 2 
5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
6 4 2 1 3 4 2 1 3 Multi line 
7 4 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 non visual sound voice 
8 4 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 1 0 4 5 3 
9 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 2 2 1 5 2 4 

10 4 2 1 3 4 2 1 3 3 2 3 4 3 
11 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 4 4 9 0 1 2 
12 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 2 

Rank numbers from most (1) to less favorable (4) 

Scores for the confidence achieved by the feedback Frequency of scores 
Single line Multi line Single line Multi line 

expnr visual sound voice visual sound voice visual sound voice visual sound voice 
1 3 * 5 3 1 5 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 
2 3 3 1 5 3 4 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 
3 5 4 2 5 4 5 3 3 2 0 2 4 2 
4 5 4 2 5 5 3 4 1 4 1 4 4 3 
5 3 5 1 4 3 1 5 8 2 4 6 3 4 
6 5 4 4 5 5 4 
7 5 4 5 5 4 5 1 Heel onzeker (Very uncertain) 4 Zeker (Certain) 
8 5 * 5 4 3 5 2 Onzeker (Uncertain) 5 Heel zeker (Very certain) 
9 4 * 2 4 4 4 3 Maakts niets uit (No difference) 

10 5 5 2 3 5 3 
11 5 3 5 5 3 2 
12 5 * 2 4 4 2 



Time span between execution and acknowledgment 

expnr 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Average 
Deviation 

Single line 
non 
5 
* 
* 
4 
5 
* 
4 
11 
5 
3 
2 
* 

4.88 
2.52 

visual 
2 
* 
5 
4 
3 
6 
4 
6 
2 
18 
3 
5 

5.27 
4.24 

Multi line 
sound voice non 

4 5 * 
* * 13 
4 6 8 
3 6 * 
2 4 2 
11 6 8 
4 6 4 
4 6 * 
1 6 1 
9 7 8 
6 6 6 
2 8 8 

4.55 6.00 6.44 
2.90 0.95 3.47 

visual sound 
1 4 
* * 
5 4 
9 3 
4 2 
5 5 
5 3 
5 4 
1 2 
5 2 
2 2 
4 7 

4.18 3.45 
2.17 1.50 

Scores corresponding to suitability of feedback for call transfer 
Single line Multi line 

expnr visual sound voice visual sound voice 
1 3 3 3 3 5 3 
2 3 * 2 3 * 3 
3 4 1 3 4 1 4 
4 1 2 5 2 2 5 
5 2 2 1 4 2 1 
6 2 2 3 2 2 3 
7 2 2 3 1 4 2 
8 1 2 4 2 2 4 
9 1 3 1 1 2 3 

10 1 3 4 1 2 4 
11 2 4 4 2 5 5 
12 2 3 2 2 2 3 

voice 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
7 
5 
6 
0 
7 
6 
7 

5.50 
1.85 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

A * means that the subject did not 
press end-of-task button 

Frequency of scores 
Single line 

visual sound voice 
4 1 2 
5 5 2 
2 4 3 
1 1 3 
0 0 1 

1 Heel geschikt (Very Useful!) 
2 Geschikt (Useful!) 
3 Bruikbaar (Usable) 

Multi line 
visual sound voice 

3 1 1 
5 7 1 
2 0 5 
2 1 3 
0 2 2 

4 Minder geschikt (Less usable) 
5 Onbruikbaar (Useless) 



Scores corresponding to the salience Frequency of scores 
Single line Multi line Single line Multi line 

expnr visual sound voice visual sound voice visual sound voice visual sound voice 
1 1 * 5 4 4 4 1 3 1 0 1 1 0 
2 2 1 5 4 1 4 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 
3 1 4 5 1 4 4 3 0 2 3 3 2 0 
4 4 2 5 3 4 4 4 6 3 2 6 7 7 
5 1 4 5 4 4 5 5 2 1 7 0 2 3 
6 4 4 4 4 4 4 
7 5 3 3 3 3 4 1 Heel onopvallend (Trifling) 4 Opvallend (Salient) 
8 4 * 5 2 5 5 2 Onopvallend (Not Salient) 5 Heel opvallend (Striking) 
9 4 * 4 4 4 5 3 Neutraal (Neutral) 

10 5 3 5 2 5 4 
11 4 5 3 3 2 4 
12 4 * 3 4 3 2 

Scores corresponding to the pleasance/disturbance of preceiving the feedback Frequency of scores 
Single line Multi line Single Answer Multi line 

expnr visual sound voice visual sound voice visual sound voice visual voice voice 
1 3 * 4 3 4 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 
2 * 2 2 4 3 2 0 1 5 0 0 4 
3 3 4 2 5 5 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 4 
4 4 3 1 4 3 1 4 7 4 2 7 4 2 
5 3 4 1 3 3 1 5 1 1 0 1 2 0 
6 4 4 4 4 4 4 
7 5 5 2 4 3 3 1 Heel storend (Very disturbing) 4 Prettig (Pleasant) 
8 4 * 3 4 5 2 2 Storend (Disturbing) 5 Heel Prettig (Very Pleasant) 
9 4 * 2 4 4 4 3 Neutraal (Neutral) 

10 4 4 3 3 4 2 
11 4 3 3 3 3 2 
12 4 * 2 4 3 3 



Scores for the quality of the implementation Frequency of scores 
expnr visual sound voice visual sound voice 

1 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 
2 5 * 3 2 2 1 3 
3 2 5 2 3 2 2 2 
4 5 3 4 4 3 4 4 
5 1 4 1 5 3 2 1 
6 2 4 2 
7 4 3 4 
8 3 5 5 1 Slecht (Bad) 4 Goed (Good) 
9 3 4 4 2 Matig (Moderate) 5 Uitstekend (Exellent) 

10 4 4 2 3 Voldoende (Satisfactory) 
11 5 1 * 
12 4 2 4 

Need for additional Feedback 
expnr 

1 
2 yes 4 4 
3 no 4 4 1 Overbodig (Superfluous) 
4 no 5 5 3 Handig (Handy) 
5 no 4 4 5 Noodzakelijk (Necessary) 
6 no 5 5 
7 no 5 5 
8 no 3 4 
9 yes 3 4 

10 yes 3 3 
11 yes 1 3 
12 no 3 5 



APPENDIX E: HISTOGRAMS OF SCORES FROM THE INTERVIEW 



Question 2,7 &12 
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0 Visual D Sound • Voice 

Histogram of scores given to the confidence 
achieved by the feedback in a single line situation 

1 Heel onzeker (Very uncertain) 

2 Onzeker (Uncertain) 

3 Maakts niets uit (No difference) 

Question 3,8 & 13 
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4 Zeker (Certain) 

5 Heel zeker (Very certain) 
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0 Visual D Sound • Voice 

Histogram of scores given to the salience 
of the feedback in the single line situation 

1 Heel onopvallend (Trifling) 

2 Onopvallend (Not salient) 

3 Neutraal (Neutral) 

4 Opvallend (Salient) 

5 Heel opvallend (Striking) 
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0 Visual 0 Sound • Voice 

Histogram of scores given to the confidence 
achieved by the feedback in a multi line situation 
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Histogram of scores given to the salience 
of the feedback in the multi line situation 



Question 4,9 & 14 
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Histogram of scores given to the pleasance/disturbanc Histogram of scores given to the pleasance/disturbanc 
of perceiving the feedback in single line situation of perceiving the feedback in multi line situation 

1 Heel storend (Very disturbing) 

2 Storend (Disturbing) 

3 Neutraal (Neutral) 

Question 5, 10 & 15 
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Scores given to the quality of the implementation of the feedback forms 

4 Goed (Good) 

5 Uitstekend (Exellent) 



Question 6, 11 & 16 
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Histogram of scores given to the rate in which the 
feedback concept is usable as an acknowledgement 
in the single line situation 
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Histogram of scores given to the rate in which the 
feedback concept is usable as an acknowledgement 
in the multi line situation 

1 Heel geschikt (Very Useful!) 

2 Geschikt (Useful!) 

4 Minder geschikt (Less usable) 

5 Onbruikbaar (Useless) 

3 Bruikbaar (Usable) 

Question 17 
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APPENDIX F: RELEVANT REMARKS MADE BY THE SUBJECTS 



Relevant remarks made by the subjects during the interview 

General remarks 

• One subject claimed that the feedback was superfluous because after the transfer, 
the attention was no longer with the telephone. 

• This same subject wished it was possible for the person that is transferred to go 
back to the person that made the transfer. 

• One subject only wanted feedback if something went wrong 

Remarks about the visual feedback 

• Four subjects claimed that the text "call from 21 transferred to 12" was to hard to 
interpret. It did not give them any guarantee that the calling person was connected 
with the wright person. 

• Two subjects preferred a dutch text. 

• Two subjects complained the text disappeared to fast. 

Remarks about the auditory/sound feedback 

• One person claimed that the sound resembled the bell-signal to much. 

• Two subjects complained that the volume of the sound was to low. 

Remarks about the auditory/voice feedback 

• Two subjects thought it would be better not to deform the voices, but to present 
them for a very short time. 

• Three subjects found the deformation not good enough. 

• Three persons were confused by the fact that in the feedback there was a female 
voice audible that they had not heard before. 

• Two subject addressed the voices to an error in the system or to an incorrect 
action, when they heard them for the first time. 

• Two subject claimed that they did not know if they were involved in the audit 
conversation or not. 


